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Natural Gas Measurement Considerations in a 
Hydrogen Economy
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Historically, oil and gas companies have focused on keeping hydrogen out of their pipelines to avoid 
product contamination, prevent hydrogen embrittlement damage to the steel, and support measurement 
accuracy. Now, we have an industry-wide shift as part of the “hydrogen economy”  to tap into the 
capabilities of this alternative fuel source.

Why the sudden shift? ESG (Environmental, Social, and Governance) initiatives targeting zero-carbon 
emissions have become a key driver for many U.S. corporations. While hydrogen-based alternative energy 
research in Europe and Asia may be ahead of North America, our domestic gas industry is now focused on 
the task at hand. Things are moving quickly to transform the industry through hydrogen utilization.

The timeline for this transition is aggressive. It’s clear that the hydrogen economy is coming, and it’s 
coming fast. But, as the “cash register” of oil and gas, will measurement be ready? Specifically, are 
natural gas pipeline operators ready for the measurement impact?

THE BIG PICTURE OF THE “HYDROGEN ECONOMY” TRANSITION

At this stage of the transition, companies across the industry are performing extensive research in the 
following areas:

• Materials compatibility to research which types of steel pipelines can support hydrogen.
• Development of new safety standards.
• Certification of existing equipment for use with hydrogen.
• Creation of new technologies.

There is a lot of research about the individual puzzle pieces of this new picture, but how will all of those 
pieces fit together? Most of the focus is on the individual technical and safety details behind introducing 
hydrogen into our pipelines. However, will measurement be ready when the pieces are finally assembled?  

While the technical aspects of measuring and analyzing natural gas containing hydrogen are known, the 
question is: “How will the industry execute this on a commercial scale?”

Accurately measuring and analyzing hydrogen blends at the meter is only part of the challenge facing 
measurement professionals. The industry as a whole must examine the state of natural gas measurement 
from a broader perspective.

MEASUREMENT CHALLENGES WITH THE HYDROGEN ECONOMY

As the industry matures its approach to hydrogen in pipelines, it’s time to start thinking about 
measurement issues that affect the cash register. Operators need to walk through three measurement-
related actions steps:

1. Understand the implications of equipment 
changes and pipeline operations changes to your 
measurement operations. 

It’s critical that your measurement team be involved in 
the hydrogen planning discussions from the beginning. 
Don’t wait for the “we will start flowing on the first of next 
month” meeting.
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2. Perform a Gap Analysis on existing 
measurement standards, the existing 
installed equipment base, and the existing 
software systems that collect and process 
your measurement data.

It’s time to ask some questions about whether you 
have the systems and capabilities to track and report 
hydrogen in natural gas. Then, you will be able to 
consistently produce accurate measurement data in 
the future operating reality.

Additionally, your company needs to be prepared to 
maintain the integrity of measurement data throughout data collection, validation, and processing. This 
will enable your company to understand how data should be processed and whether to use a commercial 
measurement software system, an in-house developed system, or outsource to a third party.

Your company should focus on the following measurement-related areas as part of the Gap Analysis effort:

•  Contracts & Tariffs: Language and incorporated references to industry standards documents.
•  Field Measurement Equipment: Inventorying meters, analyzers, and sampling equipment for 

compatibility.
•  Standard Operating Procedures: Revisions to address new/changing equipment and procedures.
•  Field Operations: Training; equipment; increased operating cost.
•  Polling/Data Collection: Updated data collection templates for each meter type.
•  SCADA/Pipeline Control: Updated databases and screens for pipeline controllers; MOC and training.
•  Measurement Systems: Calculations for volume and gas composition, validations rules, and 

reporting.
•  Nominations/Scheduling: Data interfaces to real-time and measurement information.
•  Accounting: Interface to the measurement system and update for reporting hydrogen.

3. Identify and address potential issues with 
contracts/tariffs.

Most contracts and tariffs do not mention hydrogen, or 
if they do, it’s treated as a contaminant. This will have 
to change. The best thing you can do now is to review 
your current agreements and obligations so that you 
can be prepared for when that shift hits home.

Companies also need to be prepared to adapt 
their measurement practices and company policies to align with future changes to contracts, tariffs, 
regulations, and industry standards. Otherwise, you run the risk of future measurement errors, accounting 
discrepancies, legal disputes, and non-compliance.
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CONTACT GCI TO PERFORM A GAP ANALYSIS

GasCertification.com
contact@gascertification.com

281-598-7200

Schedule a Consultation
Weldon Wright

GCI General Manager
weldon.wright@gascertification.com

GET READY TO TAKE ACTION WITH MEASUREMENT

At present, there is significant research being conducted into how to incorporate hydrogen into natural gas 
pipelines. Puzzle pieces are scattered across the floor, and there is an emerging need for measurement to 
join the discussion around the hydrogen economy.

As the industry continues to figure out how to pull this all together to operate pipelines with hydrogen 
blends, we recommend that you perform a gap analysis of your measurement readiness for hydrogen.

• Understand your company’s level of buy-in around hydrogen in measurement.
• Take a close look at existing measurement systems and processes.
• Ask questions about whether you need to update measurement practices.
• Review contracts and tariffs to see where the incorporation of hydrogen could present problems.

Gas Certification Institute (GCI) can support this analysis. Our subject matter experts can help you put 
together a list of what needs to be investigated, then help you perform the investigation to understand 
how your measurement operations need to prepare.

It’s time to start thinking and preparing. Take note of the natural gas measurement considerations in 
a hydrogen economy that we have identified so that your company is ready.


